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Abstract. Humanoid robot requires a robust prevention system against
external disturbances to protect itself from falling to the ground and to
perform its tasks completely. In this paper, a Falling Prevention System
for humanoid robot is proposed to avoid falling from the disturbances,
and helps humanoid robot recover its balance from external force by
taking a step. The algorithm for the Falling Prevention System consists
of two processes. First, humanoid robot can perceive whether it is falling
or not by using an IMU sensor, and if falling, the center of mass (CoM)
and swinging leg trajectories are calculated for the robot to take a step.
The CoM and swinging leg trajectories are also used to acquire all joint
angles of lower body by inverse kinematics. Furthermore, designed foot
trajectory helps humanoid robot minimize its yawing moment. Next,
mass-spring-damper system for the robot’s legs is modeled to reduce
large impact force from the ground. The effectiveness of the proposed
method is demonstrated through computer simulations for a humanoid
robot.
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Introduction

Humanoid robots have been developed to carry out a complex task by imitating human dynamic motions. Nowadays, these tasks are getting more complex
and it is required for humanoid robot to have high stability. It is very important
for robots to keep balance and safety in situations which can damage robots.
In a real environment, it is common for humanoid robots to confront lots of
obstacles and limitations such as collision with people, uneven terrain, and so
on. These situations happen quite frequent, as a result of which humanoid robot
should have ability to cope with these external disturbances. It is essential for
them to be robust to all the emergent conditions. Since humanoid robots are
high dimensional and nonlinear systems, it is critical for the robots to control
themselves with stability under such harsh conditions.
To maintain the stability of humanoid robot, existing research has been focused on compensating zero moment point (ZMP) error for biped balance [1], [2].

Also, humanoid robot locomotion studies have been conducted using linear inverted pendulum model (LIPM) [3–7]. These researches have heavily influenced
lots of roboticists. Another approach is that humanoid robot took a step for
keeping balance [8], [9]. Three steps for push recovery was introduced in [10].
First, humanoid robot used ankle torques against external force. Then, the robot
moved internal joints and took a step. The capture point was proposed to calculate a capture region for the inverted pendulum with flywheel model [11].
Reactive stepping method was developed to prevent humanoids from falling by
simultaneously planning the trajectories of the center of gravity and ZMP based
on analytic solution of the LIPM [12].
In this paper, we propose an integrated system to prevent humanoid robots
from falling to the ground. Humanoid robot can recognize whether it is falling
or not using sensors, and if falling, it calculates the CoM and swinging leg trajectories in real time to take a proper step to keep balance. When a robot foot
hits the ground, the yawing moment is produced by the ground reaction force.
It might make humanoid robot unstable, so a modified swinging trajectory is
designed for minimizing the yawing moment. Furthermore, to reduce the impact
from the GRF, the mass-spring-damper system is designed for the robot legs.
This is effective to maintain balance against the large GRF. The effectiveness
of the proposed method is demonstrated through computer simulations for a
humanoid robot.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents overall description of
the proposed algorithm. First, it describes how to know whether it is falling to
the ground or not, and how to calculate the CoM and swinging leg trajectories.
The mass-spring-damper modeling is also discussed. In Section 3, simulation
results are presented. Conclusion and further work follow in Section 4.

2

Falling Prevention System for Humanoid

In order to prevent humanoid robot from falling to the ground, robot should
perceive whether it is falling or not. In this research, humanoid robot receives
information from the sensors such as the inertial measurement unit (IMU) and
gyro sensors, and takes a proper step to prevent falling down. Humanoid robot
can avoid falling down by planning the steps and calculating the CoM and foot
trajectories.
The algorithm for this Falling Prevention System consists of the two processes. First, the CoM trajectory of the humanoid robot in falling is calculated
and simulated using the equation of motion of inverted pendulum. Since the
robot’s initial velocity, when robot starts falling down, directly affects angular
speed and acceleration in the equation of motion of inverted pendulum, the initial velocity is required to calculate the CoM trajectory. Humanoid robots use
the IMU and gyro sensors to acquire roll, pitch, and yaw angle values and angular velocities to calculate the CoM trajectory. Next, from the calculated CoM
trajectory, the swinging leg position at which the robot stops, while keeping stability without falling down, is automatically determined. Using the swinging leg

position, the swinging leg trajectory is calculated and every joint angles for the
swinging leg is acquired by the inverse kinematics. For the humanoid robot with
12 degrees of freedom (DoF) in the lower body, the inverse kinematics calculates
the 12 joint angles to take a step from the origin to the calculated swinging leg
position. Finally, to reduce the yawing moment of humanoid robot as much as
possible, the swinging leg is located nearby the CoM position on the ground.
2.1

Judgement of Humanoid Falling

When the external force is exerted on the back of humanoid robot in the
sagittal plane, it produces the GRF which points to the CoM of robot. If a
direction vector is newly defined from the toe to the CoM of humanoid, it is in
the same direction as the GRF and initially tilted from normal vector to ground
plane. This initially tilted angle is given as


LC
π
(1)
θi = − atan
2
LA
where the θi , LC , LA are the initially tilted angle, the length from the CoM to
sole, and the length from ankle to toe, respectively. LC can be approximated
by leg length. It means that the GRF has a force element in opposite direction
to the external force, so it induces a repulsive torque. The external force and
repulsive torque are shown in Fig. 1(a).
When the external force is large enough to tilt the humanoid robot over θi ,
the repulsive torque goes to zero and the robot starts falling down, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Since the humanoid robot has IMU and gyro sensors located nearby
the CoM, the robot can perceive whether it is falling or not from the sensors’
information.
2.2

The CoM and Swinging Leg Trajectories

Once the robot perceives it is falling, the CoM trajectory is calculated to
predict the elapsed time until it hits the ground. Simplified to the linear inverted
pendulum, the robot follows the CoM trajectory calculated by the following
equation of motion of an inverted pendulum:

ml2 + ICoM θ̈ = mgl sin θ
(2)
where the θ, m, l, ICoM , and g are the tilted angle of robot, the total mass of
robot, the length from the CoM to toe, the robot’s inertia moment of the CoM,
and the gravity acceleration, respectively. Since the equation (2) is a differential
equation, it needs initial values of angles and velocities to solve the equation. As
previously mentioned, the initial angle is the same as θi and the initial velocity is
obtained from a gyro sensor of robot. Then, the equation is solved by numerical
solution. In this study, suitable impact angle, when robot impacts the ground,
is calculated from this equation.
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Fig. 1. External force (Fext ) is exerted on humanoid robot. (a) Repulsive torque occurs
from the GRF. (b) If external force is large enough to overcome repulsive torque, then
robot starts falling down.

Next, the swinging leg trajectory is calculated with respect to the CoM trajectory. In order to be stable after hitting the ground, humanoid robot takes a
step to the projected position of the CoM onto the ground and the swinging leg
trajectory is defined as
(

3π
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(4)

where h, T , H(t) are the maximum height of swinging leg trajectory, the duration
time of stepping and the compensation height, respectively. Since the CoM height
is gradually decreased, the swinging leg height should be increased to avoid a
crash with the ground. While the time t is shorter than T /3, the swinging leg
takes off the ground following the sinusoidal trajectory. At the time of T /3, a
foot reaches its highest position. After T /3, the foot height is getting decreased
smoothly to lessen the GRF as much as possible because the slope of (1 +
cos(t))/2 is more moderate than that of the sinusoid. After time T , height of
the swinging leg should be zero. The CoM and swinging leg trajectories are
calculated by (2) and (3) (Fig. 2). Lastly, when humanoid robot impacts the
ground, the inertia of the swinging leg causes increment in the yaw moment,
which makes the humanoid unstable. If an external force is large, humanoid
robot may fall down after hitting the ground. In this case, the robot’s yaw
moment can be significantly decreased by shifting the swinging leg trajectory in
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Fig. 2. The CoM and swinging leg trajectories.

y-direction by a half of pelvis length within time T . It should be noted that the
robot could experience self-collision between its own legs, while the swinging leg
moves to the goal position that is in the same sagittal plane as the CoM. This
issue is addressed in Section 3.
2.3

Mass-Spring-Damper Modeling

When humanoid robot hits the ground, the GRF is produced and affects
humanoid robot and makes the robot unstable. In order to minimize the impact,
a virtual mass-spring-damper model is adopted to humanoid robot’s legs. The
equation of motion of mass-spring-damper system is given as
mẍ + cẋ + kx = F

(5)

where x, m, c and k denote the compressed distance of spring, the total mass of
robot, the damping coefficient and the spring constant, respectively. Divided by
m on both sides, it is represented as
ẍ + 2ζω0 ẋ + ω0 2 x =
with

F
m

(6)
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where ζ, ω0 , and F denote the damping ratio, the natural frequency and the GRF
which is measured by FSR sensors attached on humanoid’s soles, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), humanoid robot bounces up because of the large
GRF. To minimize the effect from the bouncing, a virtual mass-spring-damper
is designed for humanoid robot’s leg, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The spring-damper
system makes hitting time longer, resulting in the maximum impact force decreased. Recalling the impulse is represented by F ∆t, where F and ∆t denote
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Fig. 3. Mass-spring-damper modeling. (a) No spring-damper system applied. Humanoid is bounced because of GRF. (b) Spring-damper system applied. Humanoid
is not bounced and has more stability.

the impact force and the duration of impact, respectively, the impact force is
distributed over ∆t. In this way, humanoid robot can reduce disturbances effectively not to be bounced after hitting the ground, which makes humanoid
robot more stable. However, it should be seriously considered that the CoM of
humanoid robot should be located in the allowable ZMP region, once the robot’s
leg is compressed to stably stop. When the humanoid leg is compressed, having limit on a compressed distance, the compressed distance becomes saturated
with a large GRF. Therefore, the CoM of humanoid robot is always located inside the foot boundary, even though the CoM of humanoid robot moves in the
forward direction. Another important point is that the damping ratio should
have a value that is larger than one. It means the spring damper system is overdamped, which is suitable for this situation, because the underdamping causes
an overshoot. Since the overshoot makes disturbances in the z-axis direction,
underdamping is not suitable. Critical damping has a negative effect on the system because the response to it is too slow to effectively absorb impact energy.
Therefore, this system is designed as an overdamped one.
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Results

In this section, the simulation setup and results are discussed. The proposed
method was tested for the humanoid robot, Mybot-KSR, which is a humansized bipedal robot and it has 12 DoFs in the lower body. The Mybot-KSR
was modeled by the robot simulator Webots [13], which provided physically and
dynamically imitated environments.
As shown in Fig. 4, humanoid robot was pushed by an external force and it
could not avoid falling, causing the humanoid robots fall to the ground directly.
However, after adopting the Falling Prevention System, the humanoid robot
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Fig. 4. No Falling Prevention System applied. Arrow is the direction of external force.
Humanoid fell down because of external force.
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Fig. 5. Falling Prevention System applied. Arrow is the direction of external force.
Humanoid perceived inclination of it and took a step to avoid falling. Also, robot could
stand up after taking a step.

could prevent falling down from the external force (Fig. 5). Figure 5(a) is the
initial pose before being disturbed by the external force. The external force
was applied to the humanoid robot from the back in the forward direction at a
certain time. In Fig. 5(b), the humanoid robot was not tilted yet by the initial
angle θi , leaving the Falling Prevention System inactivated. If the humanoid
robot was tilted over θi , then it would perceive that it was falling down using
the IMU sensor. In Fig. 5(c), the humanoid robot started to take a step just
after it recognized that it is falling, and the swinging leg was stretched to the
goal position which was already calculated by the CoM trajectory in (2). After
the swinging leg arrived at the wanted position, the humanoid robot finally
hit the ground, causing lots of disturbances because of the GRF in Fig. 5(d),
and the robot bent its swinging leg to diminish the disturbances by the specific

compressed distance which was calculated by design parameters, ζ and ω0 . Then,
the robot could avoid falling down and stably stop, by virtue of the springdamper system in Fig. 5(e). After that, the humanoid robot stood up to come
back to initial pose by the Falling Prevention System algorithm. In Fig. 5(h), the
humanoid robot stood up with the same pose as in Fig. 5(a). From this result,
it was shown that the humanoid robot could be prevented from falling down by
taking a step and maintain stability against a large collision force.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, the Falling Prevention System was proposed for humanoid
robots to avoid falling against external disturbances. First, the CoM and swinging leg trajectories were calculated for the stepping. All the joint angles were
calculated by inverse kinematics with the CoM and swinging leg trajectories.
Also, the foot trajectory was shifted in the y-axis direction to reduce the yawing
moment which caused the humanoid robot unstable. Once the humanoid robot
hit the ground, the robot was affected by the GRF produced from collision. For
this reason, mass-spring-damper system was introduced to lessen this force effectively. These procedures were simulated using Webots simulator and human-like
robot, the Mybot-KSR, was modeled in the Webots to test this algorithm. The
simulation result demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method and the
humanoid robot could maintain stability after being pushed by external force
and disturbed by the GRF as well.
The Falling Prevention System can be adopted for biped robots and it is
helpful for the robot to maintain balance against external forces. Moreover, the
proposed method can be adopted to any type of motions such as biped walking,
hopping, running, etc. because it takes advantages of maintaining the balance of
humanoid robot, in case it falls down. However, to prevent humanoid from falling
with more perfection, it must be able to cope with omni-directional external
forces. Humanoid robots may need to take more steps to maintain balance for a
larger external force. These issues also will be covered in future work.
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